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Stable isotope constraints on Holocene carbon cycle
changes from an Antarctic ice core
Joachim Elsig1,2, Jochen Schmitt1,2,3, Daiana Leuenberger1,2, Robert Schneider1,2, Marc Eyer1,2, Markus Leuenberger1,2,
Fortunat Joos1,2, Hubertus Fischer1,2,3 & Thomas F. Stocker1,2

been measured from 59 different depths in the interval of 110 to
410 m. This interval corresponds to a gas age range of 11–0.35 kyr BP
(ref. 21). The results are gravitationally corrected (see Supplementary
Information) and are presented in Fig. 1. Of the 165 samples that were
extracted with a mechanical cracker, a minimum of two were taken at
each depth. For the remaining 34 samples we used a sublimation
technique, and these are either single measurements or replications
of three adjacent ice samples. The overall precision for a single
measurement is 0.07% for both methods. The results of the two
different methods agree very well within their uncertainties. The
record clearly shows a continuous increase in the d13C values during
the first 5 kyr of the Holocene, followed by only slightly decreasing
values.
We focus on the evolution of the carbon isotopes on a timescale of
a few thousand years. Therefore, we calculated a spline and its 1s
uncertainty bands with a cut-off period of 5 kyr (Fig. 2). In a Monte
Carlo simulation, standard deviations smaller than 0.07% were
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Reconstructions of atmospheric CO2 concentrations based on
Antarctic ice cores1,2 reveal significant changes during the Holocene
epoch, but the processes responsible for these changes in CO2
concentrations have not been unambiguously identified. Distinct
characteristics in the carbon isotope signatures of the major carbon
reservoirs (ocean, biosphere, sediments and atmosphere) constrain
variations in the CO2 fluxes between those reservoirs. Here we
present a highly resolved atmospheric d13C record for the past
11,000 years from measurements on atmospheric CO2 trapped in
an Antarctic ice core. From mass-balance inverse model calculations3,4 performed with a simplified carbon cycle model, we show
that the decrease in atmospheric CO2 of about 5 parts per million
by volume (p.p.m.v.). The increase in d13C of about 0.25% during
the early Holocene is most probably the result of a combination of
carbon uptake of about 290 gigatonnes of carbon by the land biosphere and carbon release from the ocean in response to carbonate
compensation of the terrestrial uptake during the termination of
the last ice age. The 20 p.p.m.v. increase of atmospheric CO2 and
the small decrease in d13C of about 0.05% during the later
Holocene can mostly be explained by contributions from carbonate
compensation of earlier land-biosphere uptake and coral reef formation, with only a minor contribution from a small decrease of the
land-biosphere carbon inventory.
The Holocene is the current interglacial period, starting about
11,000 years before present (11 kyr BP, where present is defined as
AD 1950) following the Transition (here defined as 18–11 kyr BP) from
the last glacial maximum. Variations in the atmospheric concentration
of CO2 during the Holocene were significant but small compared to
glacial–interglacial changes of typically 100 p.p.m.v. (refs 5, 6). Yet a
decrease of about 5 p.p.m.v. from 11–7.5 kyr BP could be observed,
followed by an increase of about 20 p.p.m.v. to the pre-industrial level
of about 280 p.p.m.v. (refs 1, 2, 7). Different explanations for these
variations were discussed7,8, such as changes in the carbon inventories
of vegetation, soils and peatlands9, in anthropogenic land use10,11, in sea
surface temperature (SST)7,12, coral reef growth13,14 or carbonate compensation15. The latter is a multi-millennial equilibration process of
the atmosphere–ocean–sediment system and the weathering cycle.
Moreover, model simulations of atmospheric CO2 and d13C during
the Holocene have not provided an unambiguous quantitative explanation7,8,16. The major stumbling block has been the scarcity of reconstructions of d13C on atmospheric CO2 with sufficient accuracy and time
resolution from the last glacial maximum to the Holocene7,17–20.
We performed carbon isotope measurements on air trapped in the
EPICA (European Project for Ice Coring in Antarctica) Dome C
(75u 069 S, 123u 249 E) ice core using two completely independent
extraction methods (mechanical cracking and sublimation, see
Supplementary Information). Altogether, 199 single samples have
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Figure 1 | d13C and CO21,2 measured in air trapped in ice from Dome C,
Antarctica. Blue triangles indicate measurements performed with the
cracker (mean of two to four samples); red circles indicate measurements
with the sublimation method (single measurements or mean of three
adjacent samples). Open symbols indicate outliers. The error bars represent
the t-weighted 1s standard deviations of the mean. Grey squares represent
CO2 data from Dome C (mean of six samples; error bars, 1s of the mean)21.
EDC3, EPICA Dome C timescale version 3.
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Figure 2 | d13C ice-core records measured on the Antarctic ice cores from
Dome C, Taylor Dome7 and Law Dome22. Grey circles (sublimation method,
this work) and grey triangles (cracker method, this work) refer to results
from Dome C, yellow squares are data from Taylor Dome, and green
diamonds are data from Law Dome. Grey open symbols indicate outliers.
The error bars for Dome C measurements are the same as in Fig. 1. The error
bars for the Taylor Dome and Law Dome data represent 1s of the mean. The
grey spline through the Dome C data represents the mean of one hundred
Monte Carlo simulations with a cut-off period of 5 kyr. The grey shaded area
indicates 61s standard deviation of the spline. The red line is the result of a
deconvolution of the atmospheric CO2 record, assuming the land-biosphere
only scenario. VPDB, Vienna Pee-Dee Belemnite standard.

increased to 0.07%; those higher than 0.07%, however, were
retained. Measurements at one depth interval (open symbols at
2.5 kyr BP in Fig. 1) led to exceptionally negative d13C values significantly outside the 2s uncertainty range independently for both
extraction methods. The reason for these outliers remains obscure,
but the very large scatter in neighbouring samples despite the lowpass filtering effect of the bubble-enclosure process rules out an
atmospheric origin of these outliers (see Supplementary Information). Accordingly, these two outliers are not included in the calculation of the spline.
Two main features of the carbon isotope record can be recognized:
first, an almost linear increase from 26.58% to 26.33% between 11
and 6 kyr BP, and second, a small decrease of 0.05% in the later
Holocene after 6 kyr BP. In Fig. 2 our data are compared with two
published d13C records, from the Taylor Dome7 and Law Dome22
ice cores. The relative timing of the Taylor Dome to Dome C gas
age was adapted from Monnin et al.1, who matched the CO2 records
of Dome C and Taylor Dome for the Holocene. The Taylor Dome data
generally agree with our measurements except for three data points
(out of 12) that have no overlap within the reported 1s uncertainties
of our record. Our data are entirely consistent with the Law Dome
record covering the last thousand years, providing a direct link to
atmospheric measurements through the firn gas data from Law
Dome22.
We used our new, more precise and better resolved d13C record to
quantify carbon fluxes with different isotopic signatures and to test
various hypotheses of Holocene CO2 variations. Previous mechanistic
model studies8,14,16,23, ocean sediment analyses15, coral reef reconstructions24, and peatland data9,25 suggest that the Holocene CO2 variations
were caused by land-biosphere uptake, carbonate compensation of
earlier land-biosphere uptake, and the build-up of coral reefs made
of calcium carbonate. In contrast, changes in SST12, ocean circulation
and marine biological cycling, shifts in the proportion of C3 to C4
photosynthesis8, or changes in volcanic outgassing are assumed to be

of minor importance for the Holocene CO2 and d13C evolution. In
addition, a strong release of CO2 over the past 7,000 years from
anthropogenic land-use changes has previously been proposed10.
The multitude and the spatio-temporal variability of the processes
influencing atmospheric CO2 and d13C prevent us from firmly
attributing the measured changes to a single mechanism. However,
the deconvolution of our new record by mass-balance inverse calculations3,4,7 (see Supplementary Information) permits us to quantify
atmosphere–ocean and atmosphere–land carbon fluxes for different
hypotheses and to attribute the measured CO2 and d13C changes to the
most likely mechanisms.
Model calculations were performed with a cost-efficient impulse
response representation of carbonate compensation and of the HighLatitude Exchange/Interior Diffusion–Advection ocean model
coupled to a 4-box representation of vegetation and soils and a
well-mixed atmosphere. The substitute model yields results for atmospheric CO2 and the redistribution of carbon and carbon isotopes
between global reservoirs that are comparable to those of spatially
resolved models. For instance, for the main scenario of land carbon
uptake discussed below, the substitute model yields a late Holocene
CO2 rise of 15 p.p.m.v. compared to 12 p.p.m.v. obtained with the
Bern3D dynamic ocean–sediment model.
First, we assessed a land-biosphere-only scenario. Atmospheric
CO2 variations were assumed to be driven entirely by changes in
the land biosphere (using a fractionation for photosynthesis of
18.7%; ref. 3) and the ocean–sediment system was assumed to react
only passively. Solving the atmospheric CO2 budget for the unknown
terrestrial flux yields a land-biosphere uptake of 75 gigatonnes of
carbon (Gt C) from 11 to 7 kyr BP and a release of 275 Gt C thereafter7.
More importantly, the simulated evolution of atmospheric d13C is
not compatible with the d13C measurements (Fig. 2). The release of
isotopically depleted terrestrial carbon yields a modelled d13C
decrease of 0.25% after 8 kyr BP, whereas our data show little change.
Thus, suggestions that CO2 emissions from anthropogenic land-use
change caused the late Holocene CO2 rise10 are quantitatively inconsistent with our d13C record, as well as with other evidence8.
Other scenarios considering only one driving mechanism (changes
in SST, the marine biological cycle, or the calcium carbonate cycle
only), or the combination of marine biological changes and landbiosphere changes, are also in conflict with the measured co-evolution
of CO2 and d13C and with other proxy evidence. For example, an
unrealistically large global average SST increase of 2.5 uC is required
to explain the d13C increase of 0.25% from 11 to 6 kyr BP by SST
changes only. A combination of SST and land-biosphere changes
(tested by deconvolving both atmospheric records simultaneously)
implies a global average SST increase of about 1.5 uC, which is in
conflict with alkenone-based SST reconstructions (0.2 6 0.2 uC since
8 kyr BP, ref. 26) and model calculations12,27. This is different from
earlier findings by Indermühle et al.7, who applied the same modelling
approach but had to rely on very few d13C values. They suggested that
changes in the land biosphere with a modest temperature increase,
possibly in combination with changes in the marine-carbonate cycle,
are responsible for the Holocene CO2 evolution. Our improved d13C
record permits us now to exclude this land-biosphere–global SST
scenario.
Finally, we turn to the land-biosphere–marine-carbonate scenario,
which assumes that atmospheric variations are caused by changes in
the land biosphere in combination with carbonate compensation and
coral reef growth. Both marine-carbonate processes are associated
with small isotopic fractionations and cannot be distinguished by
d13C data, nor can they significantly influence atmospheric d13C.
Solving the two atmospheric budgets for CO2 and d13C yields a
land-biosphere uptake of (290 6 36) Gt C (mean and 61s confidence
interval from a Monte Carlo analysis) during the period 11–5 kyr BP
and a release of (36 6 37) Gt C thereafter (Fig. 3a). We note that the
substitute model represents global mean fluxes and is not able to
capture the influence of spatial variations in carbon and isotopic
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Figure 3 | Attribution of simulated CO2 to different processes.
a, Cumulative land-biosphere uptake for the land-biosphere–marinecarbonate scenario from deconvolving the atmospheric CO2 (refs 1, 2) and
d13C records. The shaded area indicates the 1s confidence interval of a
Monte Carlo analysis4, taking into account the uncertainty of the ice-core
data. b, Atmospheric CO2 is simulated by prescribing the land-biosphere
changes shown in a. Grey squares represent CO2 data from Dome C (mean of
six samples; error bars, 1s of the mean). Green line, land biosphere (LB)
only; black line, LB and carbonate compensation during the Holocene
(CCH); red line, LB plus CCH plus 700 Gt C land biosphere uptake during
the transition which causes carbonate compensation (CCT). The bar chart
indicates the modelled contributions to the CO2 rise from 6.5–0 kyr BP by
individual processes LB, CCT and CCH, and the total (red bar), assuming
the land-biosphere–marine-carbonate scenario. The remaining difference
between the simulated and measured CO2 increase may be attributed to
coral reef growth and other mechanisms.

exchange. Potential contributions from other processes such as
volcanism, SST changes or changes in the marine biological cycle
are neglected in the land-biosphere–marine-carbonate scenario.
Are these fluxes inferred from our mass-balance calculation realistic
and in agreement with proxy data, model results and process understanding? The early Holocene land-biosphere uptake of 290 Gt C is
compatible with an early Holocene uptake of 110 Gt C simulated by
the Lund–Potsdam–Jena Dynamic Vegetation model on non-peatland
land in response to reconstructed ice-sheet retreat, climate and CO2
variations8. This requires an early Holocene increase in peat carbon by
180 Gt C. Current inventories of peat carbon range from 270 to
455 Gt C (ref. 9). Radiocarbon dating suggests initiation of peat accumulation already occurring during the Transition with a major expansion of peat area in the early Holocene9, but also some peat
accumulation in recent millennia28. A land-biosphere release of
,40 Gt C in the later Holocene may be explained by a model-estimated
release of 30 Gt C due to the desertification of the Sahara7, plus a
modelled release of around 50 Gt C from pre-1,500 AD anthropogenic
land-use change11, plus an implied peat carbon uptake of ,40 Gt C.
The implied Holocene peat carbon uptake of 220 Gt C is somewhat
lower than the published range for the current carbon inventory in peat
carbon9. This might be explained by peat carbon uptake during the

Transition. Alternatively, natural carbon release from land might have
been larger than 30 Gt C (ref. 23), also implying a higher uptake by
peat.
In a next step, the atmosphere–ocean component of our carbon
cycle model was used in forward simulations to test mechanistic
explanations of inferred ocean-driven CO2 changes. First, we prescribe
the atmosphere–land fluxes from the land-biosphere–carbonatecompensation scenario to separate the contribution from Holocene
land-biosphere changes. The atmospheric d13C record is matched by
design. The Holocene land-biosphere changes result in an initial
decrease in atmospheric CO2 of about 17 p.p.m.v., which is much
larger than that measured in ice cores, and an increase of ,9 p.p.m.v.
after 6.5 kyr BP (Fig. 3b). The increase is attributed to carbonate compensation of the early Holocene land-biosphere uptake (,6 p.p.m.v.)
and to the (prescribed) land-biosphere release of 50 Gt C (,3 p.p.m.v.).
Second, we consider that carbonate compensation caused by the landbiosphere uptake during the Transition also contributed to the
Holocene CO2 rise. Land-biosphere carbon inventory changes over
the glacial–interglacial period have been estimated to be from
500 Gt C to more than 1,000 Gt C (refs 29, 30). In our simulations we
have prescribed a linear increase of the land-biosphere inventory by
700 Gt C during the Transition. This yields a simulated early Holocene
CO2 decrease comparable to the ice-core data and a late Holocene rise
of ,15 p.p.m.v., somewhat smaller than reconstructed (see Supplementary Information for additional sensitivity simulations).
The remaining ,5 p.p.m.v. in atmospheric CO2 can plausibly be
explained by coral reef growth. Coral reef formation changes the
carbonate ion balance in sea water and increases atmospheric CO2
(ref. 13). Vecsei and Berger24 reconstructed a calcium carbonate accumulation by reefs of 260 Gt C during the past 8 kyr. This implies a CO2
rise by another ,8 p.p.m.v. (ref. 14), compatible with the ice-core data
and model results. However, our modelling results and the d13C record
do not quantitatively support the suggestion that coral reef growth
caused a much larger CO2 rise of 20 to 40 p.p.m.v. (ref. 14) during
the late Holocene.
High-resolution and high-precision ice-core data on atmospheric
d13C can significantly constrain the possible pathways of the carbon
cycle evolution in the past. Using carbon cycle modelling, our new
d13C data show that the evolution of atmospheric CO2 over the past
11 kyr is dominated by an early Holocene increase in land biosphere
and changes in the marine-carbonate cycle. Our d13C record renders
untenable suggestions that CO2 emissions from anthropogenic landuse changes caused the later Holocene CO2 rise10 and prevented a new
ice age. The attribution of the CO2 changes to specific changes in the
marine-carbonate cycle (including coral reef growth, carbonate compensation of land-biosphere carbon uptake, sediment–ocean interactions related to the reorganization of the marine carbon cycle
during the glacial–interglacial transition, or changes in weathering
fluxes) is challenging. Further progress requires an extension of our
atmospheric d13C record into the glacial period as well as process
studies with three-dimensional physical-biogeochemical climate
models.
METHODS SUMMARY
For the cracker method we use a mechanical extraction device (steel needle
cracker), which crushes the ice sample (6 g) under vacuum to release the enclosed
gases in the ice. In the sublimation method the gases are extracted from the ice
sample (30 g) using sublimation at 225 uC in a glass vessel. In both methods the
released air is dried in a water trap and the amount of air is measured with a
pressure gauge to calculate the CO2 concentration. CO2 and N2O are separated
from the major air components at 2196 uC using liquid nitrogen with subsequent concentration by means of a cryofocus capillary to ensure complete
gas chromatographic separation. After having passed through a chromatographic column to separate isobaric components (N2O and organic components
from drilling fluid) the purified CO2 sample is injected via an open-split tube
into the isotope ratio mass spectrometer (a Delta Plus XL for the cracker method
and a MAT 253 for the sublimation method, both ThermoFisher). Both extraction systems are equipped with inlet devices which allow the processing of
509
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calibrated reference gases in the same way as the ice samples. This allows us to
check the system and reference the results from the ice samples to an international standard.
Received 4 May; accepted 28 July 2009.
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